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Abstract: Two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors are thought to belong to the most promising
candidates for future nanoelectronic applications, due to their unique advantages and capability
in continuing the downscaling of complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) devices
while retaining decent mobility. Recently, optoelectronic devices based on novel synthetic 2D
semiconductors have been reported, exhibiting comparable performance to the traditional solid-state
devices. This review briefly describes the development of the growth of 2D crystals for applications in
optoelectronics, including photodetectors, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and solar cells. Such atomically
thin materials with promising optoelectronic properties are very attractive for future advanced
transparent optoelectronics as well as flexible and wearable/portable electronic devices.

Keywords: two-dimensional materials; optoelectronic devices; heterojunction; photodetector;
light emitting diode; solar cell

1. Introduction

The continuous complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) scaling to achieve more
powerful integrated circuit systems is reaching fundamental limits imposed by heat dissipation and
short-channel effects. Extensive motivation and stimulated efforts have been shown towards both device
units and integration technology to slow down the deviation from the trend predicted by Moore’s law.
Recently, two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors such as graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs), and black phosphorus (BP), which consists of one or a few atomic layers have been intensively
investigated for their intrinsic ultrathin body and robust lattice structure. They have been considered to
represent the ultimate state in scaling and are believed to possess superior potential applications in future
integrated circuit, memory, and optoelectronics. The significance of such materials has been increasingly
recognized with the inevitable slow-down in CMOS scaling when the lithography scale approaches atomic
dimension. So far, 2D semiconductors have been largely acquired through experimental research focusing
on the exfoliated thin films from bulk crystals (including the “scotch tape” method and lithium-based
intercalation) for the study of physical and material properties, such as the band structure [1–4],
valleytronics, and spintronics [5–8], electronic and optical properties [9–11], doping [12,13], strain,
temperature dependence [14–16] and heterostructures [17,18]. Mechanical exfoliation has been proved
to be a fast and easy way to fabricate high crystal quality few-layer or even single-layer 2D samples,
since these atomic layers are bonded by van der Waals interactions. In contrast, more integrated
circuit-targeted fabrication approaches such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor
deposition (PVD), and atomic layer deposition (ALD) have privilege in creating uniform wafer-scale films
on various substrates. Although the crystal quality and subsequent device performance is inferior to the
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exfoliated samples, these CMOS-compatible fabrication techniques are essential in realizing the practical
application of the 2D materials in future electronic devices. Therefore, to achieve stable, high-quality,
and large-area growth of 2D materials and to establish integrated circuits based on the implementation
of homogeneous device units, they have been widely pursued in recent years.

Optoelectronic devices that can generate or sense light, or produce electric signals are important
components in future optical-electrical, sensing, and energy-storage systems, such as light emitting
diodes (LED), lasers, photodetectors, and solar cells. 2D semiconductors are intrinsically attractive in such
applications due to their proper electronic band structures and ultra-thin body with scaling capabilities.
Graphene with a single layer of carbon atoms in a honeycomb structure (schematically shown in
Figure 1a), has impressively high electron mobility owing to its distinctive bands [19]. However, the lack
of intrinsic band gap limits the further application in electrical devices. Up to now, there has been no
mature or well-controlled method to open up a gap in graphene and maintain the electronic mobility at
the same time [20]. However, graphene has been identified as a promising candidate in optoelectronics,
specifically in high-frequency optoelectronic application with the reported photodetector bandwidth up
to GHz [11,21]. On the other hand, TMDCs which typically have a general formula of MX2 (M = Mo, W,
Re, etc.; X = S, Se, Te) have thickness-dependent band gaps from 0.5 eV to 2 eV. Figure 1d and 1e illustrate
the band structures of several typical TMDC semiconductors. For most TMDC materials like MoX2

and WX2, the band gap shows a similar indirect-to-direct transformation with decreasing thickness.
One exception is ReS2 which possesses a direct band gap for both monolayer and multilayer/bulk
(Figure 1c) [22]. Therefore, TMDCs can be expected to exhibit good optoelectronic response in
the near-infrared to visible spectral region. BP is a newly-discovered and stable semiconducting
allotrope of phosphorus (structure shown in Figure 1b) whose intrinsic hole mobility can be as high
as 300–1000 cm2V−1s−1 at room temperature [23,24], and the on-state current density can reach
850 µA/µm [25]. However, the device performance of BP field-effect transistor (FET) is still far below
the standards of practical application owing to the fact that BP can be easily oxidized by O2 and H2O
at ambient [26,27]. Monolayer BP has a direct band gap of 2 eV at the gamma point of the first Brillouin
zone. The band gap reduces with increasing thickness, and finally reaches 0.35 eV for bulk BP [28–30],
resulting in attractive optoelectronic applications from the infrared to the visible region. In this paper,
we review the development of approaches to synthesize thin films of 2D semiconductors, while presenting
further strategies to extend their applications in future high-performance optoelectronic devices.
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Figure 1. (a) Honey comb structure of graphene [31]; (b) Atomic structure of black phosphorous [24];
(c) Comparison of normalized PL intensity of RS2 with other transition metal dichalcogenide
(TMDC) materials [22]; (d) Calculated band alignment of different monolayer TMDC materials [32];
(e) Calculated layer dependence of band edge positions of TMDC materials [32].
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2. Crystal Growth of 2D Semiconductors

The synthesis of 2D materials could be categorized into two groups: top-down strategy,
including mechanical exfoliation and lithium-based exfoliation; and bottom-up strategy, like physical
vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and atomic layer deposition (ALD) to
synthesize thin films. As discussed above, mechanical exfoliation is more advantageous in fabricating
high-quality crystalline thin films with fewer defects. Nevertheless, the small lateral size and the lack
of sample reproducibility and controllability in film locations and thickness make this approach
unsuitable for large-scale device integration. Chemical methods such as lithium-based exfoliation and
annealing could produce uniformly distributed graphene flakes in large volume. However, it is hard
to control the number of layers on the whole substrate and avoid organic contamination so chemical
methods are preferred in producing dielectrics and decoration layers. A synthesis method to produce
reproducible, uniform, low-defect, and large-scale 2D semiconductor thin film is the prerequisite
to enable practical electronic and optoelectronic applications. In this section, we review the crystal
growth of 2D materials with a focus on the bottom-up synthesis for high-quality large-area thin
films, including graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides, black phosphorus, and heterojunctions of
different 2D materials.

2.1. Graphene

Graphene can be categorized based on its lateral extension including sheets and flakes for
dimensions larger than 100 nm, along with quantum dots and nanoribbons for small dimensions.
The graphene exhibits no bandgap which means it is not suitable for semiconductor device applications.
However, the material properties of graphene can be engineered with a bandgap as the film thickness is
below 10 nm based on the quantum confinement effect. Moreover, graphene nanoribbons and quantum
dots also exhibit high carrier mobility in addition to the proper bandgap. It has been recognized that
the production of wafer-scale single crystalline graphene film is a key factor to realize graphene-based
optoelectronic devices. Typically, CVD is the most commonly used method for the epitaxial growth
of graphene. The graphene synthesized by this approach is typically polycrystalline which suggests
the depression of electronic characteristics. Hence, the CVD growth of graphene is often performed on
a single-crystalline surface which functions as catalyst. Different metals have been studied for the catalytic
growth of graphene including Ni [33], Cu [34–37], Mo [38], Pt [39], and Ru [40]. Single crystalline
graphene with size up to 1 cm can be achieved on Cu substrate [37] and the film with ~4 cm in
size has been demonstrated on Cu–Ni alloy substrate with optimized conditions [41], as displayed
in Figure 2a. Although such preparation of large-area graphene film using metallic catalysts has
been widely adopted for various nanoelectronic device research studies, it is more appealing to
optoelectronics to achieve direct synthesize of graphene on the substrates without a catalyst since it
can avoid contamination from metal, metal etchant, and Polymeric Methyl Methacrylate (PMMA).
New types of substrate, for instance, Ge [42] (Figure 2b) and SiC [43] (Figure 2c), have been tested for
the non-catalytic growth of single crystalline graphene. SiC substrate has been demonstrated with
a high mobility of 500–2000 cm2V−1s−1 with a Si-terminated surface [43]. Despite the substrate types,
advanced growth mechanism such as the plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) has also been proved to
be useful in obtaining graphene at low temperature without metallic catalysts. Epitaxially grown
single-crystalline graphene with high-quality has been reported on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)
using PECVD [44]. The growth of graphene can also be modulated by oxygen atoms on the surface
(Figure 2d–f) [37].Generally, the size of graphene layer is restricted by the grain size and the structure
of substrate material. Therefore, substrates with a hexagon structure are much more advantageous in
growing larger size single-crystalline graphene.

As mentioned above, graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and nanoribbons (GNRs) can enable
the further engineering on the properties of graphene specifically the band structure for optoelectronic
applications. In research, bottom-up synthesis is usually adopted which is based on oxidizing
organic precursors, such as oxidative cyclodehydrogenation of oligophenylene and polyphenylene [45].
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It should also be mentioned that a variety of precursors have been employed for the synthesis of
graphene, such as ethylene, usually with the assistance from hydrogen at ambient [46]. Paternò et al.
have reported the synthesis of a novel graphene molecule, namely dibenzo[hi,st]ovalene (DBO 1)
which has remarkable stability in the atmosphere [47]. The photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY)
of this molecule can reach up to 79% with very low energy consumption. This leads to potential
applications in LED and laser devices. In general, organic synthesis approaches are more expensive
while luminescence GQDs can be produced by hydrothermal methods as well. Although it is hard to
control the film thickness and quality during the hydrothermal process, it is a low-cost approach to
obtain graphene nanoparticles [48]. On the other hand, the optical bandgap of GNRs ranging from
1 eV to 2 eV can be modulated through different width and edge structure. Both armchair and zigzag
edge structures are available and each type can have many forms. Different GNRs have been studied
exhibiting different electrical properties by varying the precursors [49]. Also, introducing ion dopants,
such as nitrogen, sulfur, and boron, can influence the electrical properties of GNRs, thus providing
another method for engineering GNRs [50–52].
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Figure 2. Synthesis of graphene. (a) Global and local growth of graphene on Cu–Ni substrate [41];
(b) Monolayer graphene synthesized on H-terminated Ge(110) surface by low pressure chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) method at 900 to 930 ◦C [42]; (c) Atomic force microscope (AFM) image of graphene
synthesized based on SiC substrate [43]; (d–f) The influence of oxygen atoms on the CVD growth of
graphene with Cu substrate [37].

2.2. Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

Generally, the growth of high-quality and uniform transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC)
films is far more difficult than that of graphene. This also explains the fact that most of the current
research on TMDCs is based on the mechanically exfoliated ultra-thin flakes and films. The grain
size and electrical properties of the synthetic films are still needed to be improved to satisfy further
electronic applications. Among all the studies and reports on TMDC growth, CVD is still the most
popular and reliable method for bottom-up synthesis of TMDCs. Up until now, many TMDC films
have been achieved by CVD including MoS2 [53–57], WS2 [58], MoSe2 [59], WSe2 [60], MoTe2 [61],
and ReS2 [62,63]. These synthesis methods can be categorized into solid-phase precursor growth and
gas-phase precursor growth. Solid-phase precursors are basically composed of sulfur powder and
metal-oxide powder. Precursors are placed with the substrate together in line within the reaction tube
furnace. In this way, TMDC flakes are grown on the substrate with well-controlled thickness and
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decent electrical properties (mobility around ~50–100 cm2 V−1 s−1) [53]. In addition, spatial and size
uniformity of TMDC flakes can be improved by the pretreatment of substrates (Figure 3a–c) [64].
However, the nucleation sites for TMDC growth are random on the substrate and it is hard to
eliminate the grain boundaries which usually lead to poor wafer-scale quality of synthesized TMDC
film. Besides, the CVD process can be performed by solid-phase TMDC powder alone (as shown in
Figure 3d–f), but the electrical and optical quality are not good enough [65]. In addition, as shown
in Figure 3g–k, a high fabrication yield of (99.5%) for MoS2 and WS2 thin films was realized by
Kang et al. with good mechanical strength and film continuity on the basis of metal–organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) [66]. The precursors used for MoS2 and WS2 thin films in their work
were Mo(CO)6/(C2H5)2S and W(CO)6/(C2H5)2S, respectively. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is also
available for TMDC films and many kinds of TMDC films have already been reported including MoS2

and WSe2 [67]. The films obtained by this method exhibit poor crystalline property due to the low
temperature nature of the ALD process, thus limiting the application in optoelectronic devices.

“Two-step” growth using CVD is also popular for the large-scale synthesis of TMDCs. This process
usually begins with the deposition of a layer of transition metal or its relative compound (oxides)
on the substrate, followed by sulfurization, selenization, or other high-temperature treatment [68,69].
PVD is a handy method to deposit metal or its compounds on the substrate and probably forms
inhomogeneous mixtures of monolayer, multi-layer, and non-deposition region within one wafer.
So, the roughness of these films grown by PVD is typically higher than CVD/ALD. The domain
sizes are also much smaller than the solid-phase precursor-based CVD films. On the other
hand, sulfurizing metal oxide films prepared by ALD has recently been identified with better
step coverage and more precise thickness control in wafer-scale TMDC thin film (Figure 3l–n).
Spatially inhomogeneous mixtures of monolayer, multi-layer, and non-deposition region on the wafer
could be avoided. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the crystallinity of the ALD-involved films and
the device performance still need to be improved [70]. Although wafer-scale uniformity could be
achieved in various synthesis methods as discussed above, the growth of high-quality large-area single
crystal thin film is still the main challenge for further nanoelectronic applications of TMDCs. Han et al.
reported an alternative approach, in which the deposition of a seed layer enables selective growth
of single crystalline TMDCs at controlled spatial locations (shown in Figure 3o) [71]. This provides
more insight on the growth mechanism of TMDCs and the potential solution towards high-quality
large-area TMDC thin film growth for optoelectronic applications.
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Figure 3. Chemical synthesis of TMDC films. (a) Optical image; (b) high-resolution scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) image and (c) dark-field transmission electron microscope
(DF-TEM) image of CVD-grown monolayer MoS2 on SiO2/Si substrate [64]; (d–f) Bright field
transmission electron microscope (TEM) and high resolution transmission microscope (HR-TEM) image
of MoS2 with 600 nm grain size grown with MoO3 and sulfur powder as solid phase precursor [65];
(g–i) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image and TEM image of grain size variation due to
the influence of hydrogen flow rate based on the metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
method [66]; (j) False color DF-TEM image and (k) Angular dark field scanning transmission electron
microscope (ADF-STEM) image of continuous MoS2 monolayer film grown by MOCVD [66]; (l–n) AFM
image of WS2 film with different thickness controlled by atomic layer deposition (ALD) cycles [70];
(o) Monolayer MoS2 grown at specific location with seeding layer [71].

2.3. Black Phosphorus

Stable p-type black phosphorus (BP) is a newly discovered 2D material and was first integrated
into a field-effect transistor platform in 2014 [24]. The electronic and optical properties of BP are
still under investigation, and most BP devices reported recently are fabricated based on mechanical
exfoliation instead of bottom-up synthesis, which ensures that these devices could have the best
performance. There are still very few researches on the synthesis of BP, with only one reproducible
two-step synthesis method towards large-area BP: depositing a red phosphorus thin film and
converting it to BP in a high-pressure environment at room temperature. Li et al. demonstrated
a thin-film BP transistor with a hole mobility around 0.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 in 2015, which is one of
the earliest reports on the growth and application of large-area BP [72]. In 2016, Smith et al. reported
a two-step synthesis approach and obtained a four-layer BP film with average areas >3 µm2 and thicker
samples with average areas >100 µm2 [73]. A BP-based photodetector can also be made by inkjet
printing for optoelectronics [74]. Unfortunately, high-quality wafer-scale BP thin films are still unseen.

2.4. Heterojunction

The semiconductor heterojunction is a promising architecture for optoelectronic applications and
has been widely investigated. For 2D materials and systems, both mechanical exfoliation and epitaxial
growth methods can be adopted to form the hetero-structure. Typically, mechanical exfoliation is used
to form a van der Waals heterojunction only in vertical geometry. The stacked heterojunction can be
more easily obtained than epitaxial growth but with sacrifice on the interfacial quality and orientation
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controllability. Type II band alignment can be observed in the heterojunction of two different 2D
semiconductors. Both simulation and experiments have revealed that the intrinsic 2D van der Waals
hetero-structure can behave like p-n diodes, exhibiting remarkable spatial direct optical absorption
and emission which suggests promising application in optoelectronics devices such as photodetectors
and LED devices [6,75]. So far, different heterojunction with combinations of various 2D materials
have been investigated including WS2/MoS2 [76], WSe2/MoS2 [77], GaTe/MoS2 [78], BP/MoS2 [79],
SnS2/MoS2 [80], WSe2/MoSe2 [81,82], NbSe2/WSe2 [83], graphene/WS2 [84], WSe2/SnS2 [85],
ReS2/WS2 [86] etc. On the other hand, the epitaxial growth of the heterojunction can provide more
options and control in the growth direction both in the vertical and lateral. Such growth can be easily
achieved by CVD epitaxial at the edge of the surface or domain of one TMDC material, owing to
the small lattice mismatch among TMDCs. The vertically stacked hetero-structure has been successfully
synthesized by a layer-by-layer epitaxial [87], and laterally stacked hetero-structure synthesis method
though single-step CVD approaches have also been reported recently (examples illustrated in
Figure 4a–e) [76,77,80,81,88,89]. Basically, heterojunctions are synthesized with solid phase metal
oxide and sulfur power. A sharp and clean interface can be obtained, but the thickness and distribution
of heterojunctions are random. Recently, Gong et al. reported a two-step CVD epitaxial method of
WSe2/MoSe2 heterojunction with both vertical and in-plane epitaxial growth. It is possible to control
epitaxial orientation with different growth temperatures and as shown in Figure 4b, c and d, the domain
size is much larger than that of the previously mentioned one-step approach [82]. Similar approaches
have been used to grow SnS2/WSe2 heterojunction (Figure 4f,g) [85]. Compared to the manually
stacked heterojunctions, the CVD epitaxial method can be evolved into a promising application in
optoelectronics devices with a high-quality hetero-structure. Moreover, not all the strategies to achieve
high-quality hetero-structure have been fully explored, and there are still many more methods to be
tested and optimized for further improvement.
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Figure 4. Synthesis of 2D material heterojunction. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
the laterally-grown MoSe2/WSe2 heterojunction [81]; (b) Growth of MoSe2/WSe2 heterojunction using
MoSe2 as template [82]; (c,d) Both type I and type II heterojunction of MoSe2/WSe2 were formed during
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(f,g) Optical image of two-step epitaxial growth of large area of SnS2/WSe2 heterojunction [85].
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3. Applications of 2D Materials in Optoelectronics

As mentioned above, there are many approaches for the crystal growth of different 2D
semiconductors such as graphene, black phosphorus, and TMDCs. Heterostructures of 2D materials
have also been introduced due to their unique optoelectronic properties. In this section, we introduce
their optoelectronic device applications to achieve more insights into these materials and their
structures. Typical optoelectronic devices including photodetectors, light emitting diodes, and solar
cells based on the 2D materials and heterostructures will be briefly discussed.

3.1. Photodectors

A photodetector is a kind of optoelectronic device that can translate optical signals into electrical
signals, such as current, voltage, resistance etc. Many materials and structures including quantum
dots [90–92], nanotubes [93–96], and nanowires [97–99] have been studied and considered to be
good alternatives for silicon-based photodetectors. Interestingly, most of the 2D semiconductors are
sensitive to light, heat, and ambient which makes them very attractive for applications in optoelectronic
device sensing from infrared to the ultraviolet regime. Technically, parameters used for the evaluation of
photodetector performance typically include response wavelength, absorption fraction, internal quantum
efficiency (IQE), external quantum efficiency (EQE), photoresponsivity, time constant, bandwidth, on/off
ratio of photo-current and dark current, power consumption, and noise equivalent power. The optical
property of a material is determined by the response wavelength and absorption rate. Generally, gap-less
graphene works in the infrared wavelength region while TMDCs and BP can be used from the ultraviolet
to the visible length region due to their thickness-dependent bandgaps, ranging from 0.5 eV to 2.3 eV.
Single layer TMDCs and BP usually have a higher absorption and emitting fraction due to their direct
bandgap nature. The sensitivity can be quantified by IQE, EQE and photoresponsivity. EQE can be
described by the following equation:

EQE = (Iph/q)/(Pin/Eph)

where Iph is the photocurrent, q is the electron charge, Pin is the power of incident light, Eph is
the energy of incident photon. IQE equals EQE divided by absorption fraction. Photoresponsivity is
equal to the photocurrent divided by the power of incident light: R = Iph/Pin. The response speed
is related to the time constant and bandwidth. Regarding the design of modern integrated circuits,
a bandwidth of gigahertz is necessary. On and off ratio along with noise power consumption determine
the probability that a signal will be misread. Also, power consumption is another important property
of a photodetector. 2D semiconductor-based photodetectors can be basically categorized into two types:
single channel type and junction type. Single channel type include n-type and p-type, while junction
type usually includes homojunction and 2D van de Waals heterojunction photodetectors.

3.1.1. Single Channel Photodetectors

The main mechanism of the single channel type photodetector is photoconductive and photovoltaic.
Koppens et al. and Furchi et al. have discovered and explained the mechanism of graphene and
n-channel MoS2 photodetector in detail [100,101]. Graphene based photodetectors are dominated
by the photo-thermoelectric effect and the bolometric effect. The photo-thermoelectric effect is
observed in both graphene p-n junctions and suspended graphene. Hot electrons can be generated
by the photo-thermoelectric effect which will produce a positive photovoltage in the channel resulting
in fast electric response. The bolometric effect is reflected by the change in the channel conductance
produced by the incident photon induced heat leading to a very sensitive nature for photo detecting.
As a result, graphene has great potential to be applied in the terahertz range. Graphene can provide
ultrafast (~ps) electric and optical signal response, and it can be used as photoconductive channel
in the wavelength of the infrared region [11,102–107], as well as flexible transparent electrodes in
other fast speed photodetectors [108–111]. Xia et al. reported an ultrafast graphene photodetector
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with bandwidth up to 40 GHz, with further analysis suggesting an intrinsic bandwidth exceeding
500 GHz [11]. A very fast response graphene photodetector has already been achieved with stable
photo current across optical band communication (Figure 5i–k) [104].

For TMDCs and BP, the photovoltaic effect influences their optoelectronic performance by
shifting the threshold voltage in either the negative (n-type) or positive (p-type) direction indicating
extremely high photoresponsivity in direct (DC) circumstances [100]. The photoconductive gain,
typically induced by the trapping of charge carrier, can provide response to optical signals with
frequencies ranging between 1 kHz to 3 kHz (Figure 5a,b) [100]. The time constant of TMDCs and
the BP single channel photodetector is commonly between several milliseconds to hundreds of seconds
(one example of WS2 photodetector shown in Figure 5c,d) [10,112–117]. Hence, these photodetectors
can be potentially applied in a low light intensity and frequency device, while photo-electron gain
is mainly contributed by the photovoltaic effect when the time constant is large. The N-channel
exfoliated monolayer MoS2 detector was first demonstrated in 2011 [118] and was then studied
widely with typical photoresponsivity as high as hundreds to thousands AW-1 in the depletion region
and 100 times higher in the accumulation region in the DC test (Figure 5e,f) [10,119]. Wu et al.
reported a few layer BP phototransistor possessing responsivity of 90,000 AW−1 in the ultraviolet
wavelength [117]. Some reports demonstrated photodetectors with much faster response in the absence
of high gain of weak light beam (commonly on the order of mAW−1), with the bandwidth below
10 kHz (Figure 5g,h) [117,120]. A single channel photodetector whose channel is a metal diselenide
compound possessed a balanced performance exhibiting faster optical response than disulfide
(commonly ~100 Hz), but lower responsivity in the visible wavelength. Other exfoliated 2D TMDCs
such as WS2 [121,122], GaSe [123], GaS [124], ReS2 [115,125], In2Se3 [98,126,127], MoSe2 [128],
GaTe [129] have also been reported in high gain n-channel photodetectors. Mobility of these synthetic
materials and the quality of the semiconductor/oxide interface are very important for photodetectors
based on the CVD method, while the device fabrication process is almost the same as that on exfoliated
films. Wide wavelength response in the infrared region and fast response speed could be obtained with
the CVD method [102,110,117,130]. Wafer-scale graphene-based photodetectors are usually fabricated
by CVD on copper film and then transferred onto the desired substrate. For TMDCs, single channel
photodetectors, CVD synthesis with solid-phase metal oxide and sulfur precursors are widely used
because of the easy synthesis approach, large single crystal domain, and high mobility. Photodetectors
based on CVD MoS2 [113,131], MoSe2 [132,133], ReS2 [63,114], ReSe2 [134], SnS2 [135,136], SnSe2 [137],
and WS2 [110,122] have been studied recently. Jing et al. reported a MoS2 phototransistor array that
can detect room light illumination [138]. However, comparing to exfoliation flakes, the performance
of CVD TMDCs photodetectors still requires more improvement for both responsivity and speed.
Table 1 lists and compares the fabrication method and device performance of the recently reported
single-channel 2D material-based photodetectors.
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Figure 5. Single-channel photodetector. (a) Photocurrent induced by photovoltaic effect and
photoconductive effect as function of modulation frequency [100]; (b) Schematic diagram of
charge-trapping assisted photo detection [100]; (c) Schematic view and (d) photocurrent vs. drain bias
of a graphene/WS2/graphene photodetector [110]; (e,f) Schematic structure and the time-resolved
photo response of single-channel MoS2 photodetector [10] (g,h) Photo responsivity of monolayer MoS2

photodetector with different wavelength of light [117]; (i) Schematic of waveguide integrated graphene
photodetector and band diagram [104]; (j) Very fast response with4t = 25 ps [104]; (k) Stable photo
current across all optical telecommunication windows [104].
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Table 1. Performance of single-channel 2D photodetectors.

Type Synthesis Method
Responsivity (AW-1) Mobility

(cm2 V−1 s−1) Time Constant (s) Response Wavelength (nm) Reference
Depletion Area Accumulation Area

Graphene

Exfoliation

/ 0.001~0.01 ~10−3 ~10−11 NIR [11]
MoS2 880 / 4 ~10 400–680 [139]
WSe2 0.21 / [140]

Black phosphorus 0.0048 / 100 ~0.001 514 [120]
ReS2 / 88600 30 ~100 532 [115]

Graphene Chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) on copper / 0.008 / ~10 395–850 [141]

WS2

CVD (solid-phase precursor)

/ 0.099 0.1 0.0041 457–1064 [122]

MoS2
0.1 in air

1 in vacuum
780 in air

2200 in vacuum 0.23 3 in air
500 in vacuum 532 [113]

MoSe2 0.1 100 10-23 ~0.1 638 [131]
ReS2 / 604 30 5.5 500 [133]
ReSe2 0.001 0.1 ~10 0.002 633 [63]
SnS2 0.0088 / / 5E-6 633 [134]
SnSe2 / 1100 8.6 0.0145 500-650 [136]
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3.1.2. Junction Type Photodetectors

The current of junction type photodetectors is mainly generated by photo-excited carriers. Most of
the 2D semiconductors are intrinsic n-type at atmosphere, but some semiconductors, for instance BP,
WSe2, GaTe, can provide competing mobility under specific circumstances. Besides, the advanced
doping method is necessary to obtain the homo-structure p-n junction. However, p-type doping
strategy for n-type 2D semiconductors has many limitations now and quite a few approaches have
been tried on various materials including graphene [21], WSe2 [140], etc. The metal contact method
works well only near the Schottky barrier, while electrical gate controlling is only valid in a certain bias
range. Molecular absorption and chemical doping are not stable or sufficient regarding the mobility
and on/off ratio [21,140].

Heterojunctions can be easily formed by transferring and stacking exfoliated 2D materials
vertically. High-performance exfoliated and transfer-stacked heterojunctions like WS2/MoS2,
WSe2/MoS2, WSe2/MoSe2, graphene/TMDC photodetectors have been extensively studied and
reported with high EQE (up to 278%) and fast response (up to 100 GHz) [109,142–145].
However, it should be noted that, although the optical and electrical properties of transferred
heterojunctions are usually superior to those formed by CVD methods, polymer contamination
can deteriorate interfacial quality during the transfer process. On the other hand, both vertical
and lateral heterojunctions can be formed using CVD methods enabling more structural options
for photodetectors. Photodetectors based on CVD TMDC heterojunctions have been experimentally
demonstrated recently [80,82,88,146,147]. The photoresponsivity is high in these photodetectors
(EQE = 50%–300%), but the time-resolved photo response is not satisfactory as the maximum
response frequency is only in the range of Hz to kHz. Son et al. report optoelectronic properties
of the heterojunction with metallic NbSe2 and semiconducting WSe2 [83]. The heterojunction is
achieved by selenization of pre-deposited Nb2O5 and WO3 on SiO2/Si substrate, as shown in Figure 6a.
Different photo current response behavior is observed with exposure to different light wavelengths
(Figure 6b,c). Kim et al. demonstrated an approach to form the p-n junction of WS2/p-Si via sputtering
(Figure 6e–g) [143]. The junction exhibits good self-biased ultraviolet (UV), visible. and Near-infrared
region (NIR) detection ability. The photo response speed is 1.1 µs which is better than the silicon-based
photodetector, as shown in Figure 6h,i. The WS2/p-Si junction also possesses high wavelength
dependent linear dynamic range (LDR) ranging from 52 dB to 90 dB (Figure 6d), which means it can
provide very good image quality. It should also be mentioned that, as compared with the single channel
device (MoS2 or MoSe2), MoS2/MoSe2 heterojunction exhibits better photo response performance,
which is further demonstrated in Figure 6j–n [146].
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Figure 6. Synthesized junction-type photodetector. (a) Optical image and (b,c) transient photoresponse
of WSe2/NbSe2 heterojunction on exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light with 254 nm and 365 nm
wavelength of the WSe2/NbSe2 heterojunction device [83]; (d) Linear dynamic range extracted from
the photocurrent versus light intensity curve of the WS2/Si heterojunction [143]; (e–g) Topographical
and cross-sectional SEM image of WS2 sample with different growth temperatures [143]; (h,i) Transient
photovoltage of WS2/Si heterojunction photodetector with pulse light of 850 nm at 50 Hz and 10 kHz
respectively [143]; (j) Optical and (k) AFM image of MoS2/MoSe2 heterojunction photodetector [146].
Current versus (l) drain bias and (m) wavelength; and (n) time-resolved photo response of MoS2,
MoSe2, and MoS2/MoSe2 photodetectors [146].

Graphene–TMDC heterojunction photodetectors, based on the solid-phase CVD and transfer
process, exhibit high responsivity in low frequency circumstances [107,117] . Another interesting
stacked photodetector structure is based on 2D material combined with other traditional p-type
semiconductors, such as p-Si, p-Ge and p-GaN [105,148]. Several researches are based on pn-diode
photodetectors of CVD graphene/Si and CVD TMDC/Si and show excellent optical response [149–151].
For example, An et al. reported a tunable graphene/p-Si heterojunction photodetector in the frequency
of MHz [150]. The internal quantum efficiency reached 65%, and the photoresponsivity was about
107 VW−1 in the visible and infrared region. Table 2 lists and compares the fabrication methods and
device performances of the recently reported junction-type photodetectors.

In conclusion, 2D semiconductors have a huge potential in photodetector applications.
Graphene-based photodetectors usually demonstrate excellent performance in the infrared wavelength
region and high speed optical response. TMDCs and BP based photodetectors have high
photoresponsivity in the ultraviolet and visible region. Junction-type photodetectors have lower
optical gain but much faster response than single channel photodetectors. So far, there is still a large
gap in optoelectronic properties between 2D semiconductors synthesized by the CVD method and
exfoliated flakes. The photoresponsivity of the CVD device is only about one-tenth of the exfoliated
counterparts, and the response speed also needs improvement. So, there are still many investigations
to be carried out to achieve satisfactory photodetectors by CVD synthesized TMDCs.
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Table 2. Performance of junction-type 2D photodetectors.

Type Synthesis Method Responsivity
(mA/W)

Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE), External
Quantum Efficiency (EQE)(%) Bandwidth Response

Wavelength (nm) Reference

Au/MoS2 Schottky diode

CVD (solid-phase
precursor)

570 / ~10kHz 532 [147]
SnS2/MoS2 lateral heterojunction 1360 EQE = 264 / 638 [80]

WSe2/MoSe2 lateral heterojunction / EQE = 6.4
IQE = 91 / 514 [82]

WS2/WSe2 lateral heterojunction ~33 / ~kHz 514 [88]
MoS2/MoSe2 lateral heterojunction 1300 EQE = 263.1 ~Hz 254–700 [146]
MoS2/graphene vertical heterojunction 107 IQE~15 ~0.01 Hz 650 [117]

Graphene/Ta2O5/graphene CVD on copper 107 / ~Hz 500–900 [111]
Graphene pn lateral homojunction / EQE = 5.15 ~0.1 Hz 400–2000 [130]

Graphene/p-Si vertical stack CVD 435 IQE = 65 ~MHz 400–900 [150]

p-MoS2/graphene Pre-deposit Mo +
sulfurization 1260 / / 400–1500 [107]

Ti/graphene/Pd Schottky diode

exfoliation

6.1 IQE = 10~25 16 GHz 1550 [21]
p-WSe2/n-WSe2 vertical heterojunction 210 EQE = 0.2 / 500–1000 [140]
MoS2/WS2 vertical heterojunction 1.42 EQE = 278 ~kHz 633 [142]
hBN/graphene/WSe2/graphene/hBN
vertical heterojunction ~10–20 IQE > 70

EQE = 7.3 100 GHz 500–1000 [109]

GaTe/MoS2 vertical heterojunction 21,830 EQE = 61.68 ~kHz 473 [144]
WSe2/MoS2 vertical heterojunction 11 EQE = 1.5 / 590 [145]
Graphene/p-Si vertical heterojunction 110/130 / / 633/2750 [105]
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3.2. Light Emitting Diode

Both homojunctions and heterojunctions of 2D van der Waals materials can be used in light emission
diodes (LEDs) except for gapless graphene. The most widely reported materials are monolayer TMDCs
with direct bandgap, for instance monolayer MoS2, MoSe2, and WSe2 [152–156]. Devices have been
fabricated into the homojunction structure [140,153,157], the lateral heterojunction structure [76,88],
and the vertical heterojunction structure [158,159]. Although light emitting behaviors induced by both
the source drain electrical field and photons are commonly observed in direct bandgap TMDC junctions,
high-efficiency LED and laser devices have still been rarely reported. Back-gate structured lateral
homojunction LED devices made of monolayer WSe2 with source drain doping have been studied,
and the EQE is around 0.1%–0.5% in these LEDs (shown in Figure 7e–g) [153,157]. Besides, Zhang et al.
demonstrated the unique valley-dependent optoelectronic properties of WSe2 homojunction [160] .
WSe2 p-n diode will be created with back gate and source drain bias, while the electroluminescence
spectrum (EL) spectrum is mainly affected by the orientation of the WSe2 crystal.
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Figure 7. TMDC-based light emitting diodes (LED). (a) The colored SEM image and (b) Output
characteristic of the WSe2/MoS2 vertical heterojunction in the dark and under illumination [158].
Electroluminescence (EL) spectra of (c) multilayer-WSe2/MoS2 and (d) bilayer-WSe2/MoS2 heterojunction
at different injection currents [158]. (e) Structure; (f) electrical behavior; and (g) microscope image and
photocurrent image of WSe2/BN p-n junction device [153].

Most LED and excitonic devices with TMDC materials are fabricated by using the transfer-stack
method. For the CVD epitaxial approach, lateral heterojunctions are easy to achieve, while the emitting
area is smaller and the contact resistance is larger than for vertical heterojunctions. So the vertical
heterojunction LED is more promising with regard to higher current density and brighter emitting
light [154]. Wither et al. demonstrated the 2D van der Waals transfer stacks consisting of graphene
electrodes, boron nitride dielectric, and TMDCs as emitters [154]. The EQE is as high as 10% in
3 to 4 multiple stacks. LEDs based on Schottky diodes usually have low EL intensity, and the EQE
is in the order of 0.01% [155,160] . Cheng et al. reported the EL spectra of a vertical stack of PVD
WSe2/exfoliated MoS2 diode (Figure 7a–d) [158]. The diode exhibits good light emitting capability with
light wavelength from 750 nm to 1000 nm. The EQE of the diode is as high as 12%, which is the highest
among LED and excitonic devices made with 2D semiconductors. Other LED devices fabricated by CVD
2D semiconductors have been hardly reported largely because of poor emitting efficiency. Table 3 lists
and compares the fabrication method and device performance of the recently reported 2D LED devices.
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Table 3. Performance of 2D light emission diodes.

Type Synthesis Method Electroluminescence
Peak Position EQE/IQE (%) Reference

hBN/graphene/WS2/graphene/hBN
vertical stack Exfoliation +

transfer-stacking

~626 nm EQE = 5
[154]

hBN/(graphene/MoS2)*4/graphene/hBN
vertical stack ~670 nm EQE = 8.4

p-WSe2/n-WSe2 lateral junction
Exfoliation

~760 nm EQE~0.1 [157]
~760 nm IQE~5 [153]
~760 nm EQE~0.2 [140]

Cr/MoS2 Schottky barrier 680 nm / [155]
WSe2 self-created lateral junction 800 nm/751 nm EQE~0.01 [160]

p-WSe2/n-MoS2
physical vapor deposition

+ transfer-stacking 770 nm/870 nm EQE = 12 [158]

p-MoO3/n-MoS2
Lithium intercalation +

oxidation 370 nm/550 nm / [161]

3.3. Solar Cell

Solar cells are devices which can directly convert light to electricity based on the photovoltaic
effect. The solar cell is a very competitive and fastest growing candidate for renewable energy source.
However, solar cell technology is not an absolute green technology. Most of the greenhouse gas of solar
cells is generated during the manufacturing phase and the recycling of the solar cell is also an issue
which is of concern. Moreover, efficiency is the most important characteristic since it represents
the capability of converting light to electricity. An ideal solar cell device should be environmentally
friendly during the manufacturing process, especially without toxic compounds for the sake of
recycling. The efficiency should be as high as possible and a longer lifetime is more desirable.

Solar cell devices can be characterized by open-circuit voltage (Voc), short-circuit current density
(Jsc), fill factor (FF), and power conversion efficiency (PCE). Voc demonstrates the built-in potential field
across the solar cell. Jsc is the generated current density and it can be affected by the absorption ability of
light. FF is the index of loss electric generation. PCE is the ratio of power output versus power input.

2D materials with direct bandgap have optimal optical properties and are very attractive and
suitable for applications in photovoltaics devices. The 2D material can have a prominent absorption
rate with one order of magnitude higher than materials used in current commercial solar cell devices
(basically GaAs and silicon) [162]. Modification of the bandgap and fabrication of large-scale defect-free
films are important to achieve TMDC-based solar cell devices with decent efficiency. Recently reported
heterojunction solar cells based on TMDC/graphene [163], TMDC/Si [164,165], TMDC/InP [166,167],
graphene/Si [168,169] have shown excellent photovoltaic effect and power conversion efficiencies
in the visible to infrared region. Solid-phase CVD is commonly used in the fabrication of these 2D
semiconductor solar cells. Wang et al. and Tsai et al. demonstrated solid-phase precursors CVD-based
monolayer MoS2/InP, MoS2/GaAs heterojunction and MoS2/p-Si solar cells, with PCE of 7.1%, 9.09%,
and 5.23%, respectively [164,166]. Rehman et al. reported a n-MoS2/p-Si solar cell fabricated by
two-step process synthesis method, with 5.6% PCE. A low-cost solar cell based on MoTe2 was realized
and reported by Hussain et al. as shown in Figure 8a–d [170]. The dye-sensitized solar cell is made
by sputtering Mo film on fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) substrate followed by CVD with Te powder
as precursor. The optimized condition has PCE of 7.25% which is better than previously reported
results of solar cells based on TMDCs. The MoS2/InP solar cell can also be modulated by graphene
quantum dots (Figure 8e–g). In short, 2D heterojunction based solar cells have higher efficiency and
better performance than LED devices, and have possibility in potential commercial applications.
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(d) photo current versus voltage of MoTe2 solar cell [170]; (e) Schematic structure and current density
versus voltage (J-V) curve of MoS2/InP solar cell with and without graphene quantum dots (f) under
dark conditions and (g) under AM 1.5G illumination [166].

4. Conclusions

The research on 2D materials is an expanding field, with more and more interesting members
emerging for further and in-depth exploration. The fascinating intrinsic properties of these materials have
made them very attractive for future optoelectronic applications. In this review, we briefly introduced
synthetic approaches to grow 2D materials, including graphene, TMDC, and black phosphorus.
Both the thin films and heterojunctions of these 2D semiconductors can be synthesized using various
techniques, such as PVD, CVD, and ALD, with distinct film quality, uniformity, and scalability.
Different synthetic 2D materials have been extensively implemented in photodetectors, LEDs and
solar cells to study their optoelectronic properties and potential for future practical application. Each
material has its unique property and may be suitable for various applications. Basically, photodetectors
based on exfoliated films outperform their CVD based counterparts, while heterojunctions can provide
more space for engineering. Most of the light emitting diodes are synthesized by a transfer method
suggesting extra efforts will be necessary for further device applications. Specifically, MoTe2 offers
decent power conversion efficiency compared to other 2D materials. To achieve a stable, reproducible,
and low-cost synthesis technique for high-quality and uniform large-area 2D semiconductor films still
remains the major bottleneck. Nevertheless, great effort needs to be made to explore the strategies and to
investigate the material properties as well as the application in novel nanoelectronics, leveraging this
fast-developing semiconductor technology.
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